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Gerhard ULRICH of Guntalingen
Avenue de Lonay 17
CH-1110 Morges

June 18, 2018

Mr. Robert CRAMER
President of the Commission of
Legal Affairs, Council of States
Federal Palace
Kinder- und Erwachsenen-Schutz-Behörde
Authority of Protection of the Child and Adult

CH-3003 Bern

cc:
To all federal Members of Parliament and Federal Councillors
To whom it may concern

The judiciary dysfunctioning / The terror of the KESB
Dear Sir,
By letter of June 12, 2018 you communicated your point of view, according to
which just isolated cases did exist. What kind of statistics are you referring to for
corroborating your statement?
The German Federal Judge ESCHBACHER estimates that a quarter of the penal
condemnations
are
miscarriages.
According
to
my
systematic
observations/annotations, collected since 18 years, the same applies to
Switzerland: I estimate that our country is producing yearly 10'000 judiciary
victims. The victims of the KESB are constituting the most important category –
probably 1'000 to 2'000 messed up affairs / year.
Personally, I know unbearable KESB cases in 13 cantons. Expressed otherwise,
1 out of 10 Swiss is caught by the system during his 80 years of life, out of which
1 to 2 per 100 inhabitants as victims of the KESB.
Anyway, the criticized judiciary Magistrates did smell the danger to be unmasked
one day. For which other reason are they censuring the Internet in full illegality,
using the same methods as North Korea (falsification of the DNS), with that
difference, that the subjects of KIM JONG-UN are aware to be censored, whereas
the Swiss ignore it blissfully:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2018-01-27_plainteOCHR-e.pdf

(Complaint for illegal censorship of the Internet against Switzerland at the UN).
www.censure.info
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The problem is, that practically no Member of Parliament is knowing the real
situation. The brain laundry by the dogma of the separation of powers is
preventing you to get acknowledged with the reality. The famous separation of
powers is nebulous. You are electing the Federal Judges who are not fulfilling
their duty to search the truth and to realize the quality control, expected from
them. In 2016 the Federal Court accepted just 2.3 % of the complaints. The 7'800
rejected applicants (97.7 %) would hence be querulous, not able to distinguish
good from evil? Let’s admit a little bit of common sense!
The National Councillor Luzi STAMM, former President of the Court of Baden
AG, may be presently the most competent among you in this matter. He has
watched my analysis presented in the video
www.youtube.com/watch?v=re590mkXZIA

Mr. STAMM did acknowledge me to have presented the situation reasonably
and moderately.
As long as you remain locked up in your golden cage of the non existing
separation of powers, you are hindered to assess the catastrophic situation of the
judiciary system. Like the alibi organization Transparency International you
refrain from studying concrete slippages, remaining in your golden cage – pure
theorists.
In his book De l’esprit des lois, Montesquieu, to whom one is alleging this
erroneous dogma, is not speaking of separation but distribution of powers. His
philosophy has been wrongly interpreted. Any absolute power degenerates
without control from the outside. One has to re-establish the distribution of
powers with check and balances between legislative and judicative.
There exists no objective reason for you to refuse to engage in a dialogue with
judiciary victims. From our side, I will care to constitute a delegation of half a
dozen brains which will match with your level.
Herewith, I reiterate my demand presented in the petition of March 20, 2018 to
be received for presenting to you the factual situation of the judiciary system.
Hoping to see in my lifetime this dialogue to emerge, I remain sincerely yours,
Mr. President of the Commission of Legal Affairs of the Council of States
Gerhard ULRICH of Guntalingen
www.censure.info
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